
GO-Global® is the simple and secure application access 
solution that extends the reach of Windows, UNIX* 
and Linux* applications across your LAN, WAN, VPN, 
private cloud, or the Internet. GO-Global efficiently 
and cost-effectively delivers legal applications and 
documents to cross-platform and mobile clients 
running Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, iOS, Android, or 
any Web browser. 

LEGAL APPLICATION DELIVERY CHALLENGES
n Privacy, security, and ease of use are key concerns 

within the legal community.

n Typical challenges include managing confidential 
client information and securely accessing contracts 
and legal briefs from a remote location.

EASE OF USE
n GO-Global is synonymous with simplicity. Our 

customers tell us: “With GO-Global, no training is 
required for our end-users. There’s just one icon to 
click and it just works.” 

n GO-Global is intuitive. That means less support calls, 
lower desktop failure rates, and more free time to 
focus on the primary tasks.

n GO-Global is the simple solution that not only makes 
it easy for the administrator, but also focuses on 
end-user simplicity. One click installation, automatic 
client updates, and an intuitive GUI are just a few 
examples of GO-Global’s simplicity.

PRIVACY AND SECURITY
n In the legal field, it is extremely important to 

protect the client-lawyer information contained in 
the GO-Global-delivered applications and documents 
That’s why GO-Global makes it easy to create a 
private cloud** to keep sensitive material in a secure 
data center.
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n Using GO-Global, lawyers can access contracts and 
other documents in the firm’s data center without the 
sensitive assets leaving the secure central location**. 

n There’s no need to send contracts by e-mail and worry 
about misuse, incorrect addresses, or wrong versions. 
Just send the link to the secured workspace and 
control who can access it**.

n Unlike Citrix and Microsoft who use the common 
RDP communications protocol, GO-Global utilizes 
the patented RXP protocol. This high-performance 
protocol is proprietary, so existing RDP-based 
malicious tools cannot access GO-Global sessions.

n GO-Global incorporates four levels of SSL security 
(56-bit to 256-bit AES), allowing for higher 
certifications without third-party software.

n GO-Global uses a single TCP port for all transmissions, 
so there’s only one place to protect.

AFFORDABILITY
n GO-Global is offered on a cost-effective, concurrent 

licensing basis. 

n GO-Global facilitates substantial cost savings due to 
server consolidation, reduced application support 
costs, better cash control, and improved accounting 
reconciliations.

n GO-Global leverages the existing IT infrastructure, 
saves money by eliminating the need to upgrade older 
PCs, and offer better overall utilization of existing 
computing resources.

Read more about GO-Global legal industry customers at  
www.graphon.com/customer-success/medical-and-legal.

“Our users are quite 
pleased with GO-Global’s 
performance and ease  
of use...and that 
translates to greater 
overall productivity  
for the company.”
      - Adam Biscoe, IT Manager 

    Mayo and Perkins Law Firm
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Download a free 30-day trial at www.graphon.com

* Enabled with GO-Global for UNIX.   **Enabled with GO-Global Gateway.


